The perspectives of patients and physicians on the role of pharmacists in improving medication adherence in type 2 diabetes: a qualitative study

Background: Pharmacy practice has been expanded to include responsibility for the outcomes of medication therapy. However, in developing countries the pharmacist's role is still limited to dispensing medications. The aim of this study is to explore the perspectives of patients and physicians on the pharmacist's role in improving medication adherence in type 2 diabetes.

Methods: Data were collected via semi-structured interviews with patients and physicians. The interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed verbatim and analysed using thematic analysis.

Results: A total of 40 patients and 21 physicians were interviewed. The interviews revealed different pharmacy-related issues that negatively affected patients' adherence, such as a lack of pharmacist counselling and inappropriate scheduling of refills. Various recommendations to improve adherence were emphasised such as dedicating some pharmacists to counselling patients and providing pharmacists with the appropriate training.

Conclusion: From the perspectives of patients and physicians, the pharmacist's role in the management of type 2 diabetes is still limited to dispensing medications. In order to improve medication adherence and consequently patient outcomes, policy-makers need to be aware of the importance of supporting pharmacists and providing them with the appropriate training.
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Introduction
Diabetes is a global public health concern. In the Middle East, it is one of the most rapidly growing non-communicable diseases. The estimated prevalence of diabetes in Kuwait is 23.3%. Specifically, the incidence of type 2 diabetes has increased dramatically over the past decades. Patients with diabetes have healthcare expenditures that are ten times higher than they would be in the absence of diabetes. In Kuwait, the majority of patients (60%) who manage their type 2 diabetes with insulin in hospitals cannot achieve the glycaemic targets of glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) levels of less than 7%. At the primary care level, 19% of patients with type 2 diabetes have poor HbA1c levels. Recently, it has been reported that the rate of medication non-adherence among adults with type 2 diabetes is 44%.

Healthcare reforms that are based on patient-centredness have involved a move towards multidisciplinary teams of health professionals from different disciplines who work together to care for patients. In the twenty-first century, the pharmacy profession is moving towards a new approach, patient-centred care, which constitutes the pharmaceutical care process. It has been demonstrated that pharmaceutical care
programmes delivered by pharmacists result in significant improvements in glucose and HbA1c levels and dramatic reductions in the costs of inpatient hospitalisation and emergency department services. The public healthcare system in Kuwait is divided into primary, secondary and tertiary care. Primary care is delivered through general and specialised polyclinics around five healthcare regions. Secondary care is provided through six general hospitals, and tertiary care is delivered through fifteen specialised centres. The pathway of patients with type 2 diabetes starts when the patient is first diagnosed with the disease in a primary care clinic. After the management of their disease is instituted, controlled patients continue their follow-ups in the polyclinics. Uncontrolled patients are referred to secondary care hospitals to follow up with specialists. Physicians are responsible for prescribing medications for patients. Medications are dispensed by pharmacists and collected from pharmacies by patients.

There is one Faculty of Pharmacy in Kuwait, established in 1997, providing a 5-year bachelor degree and a 2-year add-on PharmD programme. Since 2002, approximately 30–40 students have graduated every year. Clinical pharmacy is included as a part of the curriculum with a focus on medication therapy management. Unfortunately, in practice, the pharmacist’s role in Kuwait is still limited to dispensing medications, preparing formulations and performing some administrative tasks such as ordering medications from the Medical Stores. Clinical pharmacy activities are limited and only based on individual pharmacists’ initiatives with no or little support from the Ministry of Health (MOH). In Kuwait, pharmacists are not included in patients’ care and only some of them, who have a passion for clinical services, provide patient education; they do not have the authority to prescribe medications. It has been reported that patients’ inaccurate knowledge of diabetes and its complications, their disbelief in the necessity of medications, and the lack of a multidisciplinary approach in the healthcare system of Kuwait are contributors to medication non-adherence in type 2 diabetes. This highlights a critical area for improvement within clinical pharmacy, particularly in the management of chronic diseases such as type 2 diabetes.

Aim

Patients are becoming ever more educated and empowered, and it is essential to explore their experiences. Patients who are satisfied with their healthcare providers have better satisfaction with the care provided and better medication adherence. In addition, studies providing the perspectives of physicians on the role of pharmacists, particularly in regards to medication adherence in the Middle East, are lacking. Therefore, the aim of this study was to elicit the views and experiences of patients and primary care physicians concerning the pharmacist’s role in improving medication adherence, particularly in type 2 diabetes.

Methods

Study design and population

Cross-sectional semi-structured interviews were conducted. Semi-structured interviews allowed the participants to discuss the issues freely and highlight their recommendations. This provided a deeper understanding of the participants’ views and experiences surrounding the role of pharmacists in improving medication adherence than could have been obtained with other tools, such as questionnaires.

The study was performed in Kuwait, a Middle Eastern country with an area of 17,820 km² and an approximate population of 3,065,850 individuals (2011 estimate). It was conducted during the period from July to December 2017. The study concerns both primary care and hospital pharmacists. Thus, this study’s population comprised physicians working in primary care clinics and adults with type 2 diabetes who are treated in secondary care hospitals.

Although two studies have previously been conducted among pharmacists in Kuwait to describe their role in diabetes management, obtaining the perceptions of other people who are involved in diabetic care may bring out various views and experiences and highlight the differences between the perspectives of people who are involved in the care process. Pharmacist self-reporting of their competence may not accurately reflect their actual competence. Participants may be biased with a wish towards providing socially desirable responses.

In this study, collecting data via semi-structured interviews meant the most valuable data were obtained; patients were asked open questions that allowed them to explain their perceptions and enabled the researcher to further explore the responses. This flexibility would not have been achieved if the study had employed structured interviews, which lack the flexibility in two-way communication between the interviewer and the interviewee. Employing unstructured interviews would not have ensured the covering of topics of interest to all participants.
Instrument development

Two interview topic guides were developed specifically to achieve the study’s aim. Review of the literature\(^9\) assisted in structuring the schedules and designing some of the questions. The interviews comprised open questions, and prompts were added to encourage participants to provide rich information. Leading questions were avoided, to prevent the introduction of bias. In addition, the topic guides were flexible; more questions were added during the interviews as participants raised issues of concern. Therefore, the researchers followed and expanded on arising issues to ensure that all relevant views and experiences were obtained. The topic guides were revised by the research team, comments regarding the contents and structure were incorporated and the final versions were agreed by all.

The patients’ topic guide included eight questions concerning the use of medications during daily life, and views and experiences surrounding the role of pharmacists in the management of type 2 diabetes, particularly in regard to promoting the proper use of medications and the support needed from pharmacists to improve medication adherence. The physicians’ topic guide included five questions focusing on how physicians perceive the role of pharmacists in the management of type 2 diabetes and the support needed from pharmacists in addressing non-adherence of patients. At the end of the interviews, the discussion was clearly concluded by asking the following question: “Finally, is there anything else about the role of pharmacists that you want to talk to me about?” The complete interview topic guides can be found in Tables S1 and S2.

Sampling strategy and recruitment

All adults (age\(\geq 18\) years) with type 2 diabetes who used medications and were treated in the main six hospitals in Kuwait (Mobarak Al-Kabeer, Al Amiri, Al Adan, Al Farwaniya, Al Jahra and Al Sabah) were eligible to participate in this study. Accordingly, all eligible adults who visited outpatient clinics during the data collection period were invited to participate. The exclusion criteria were not consenting to participate and having type 1 diabetes. 70 patients were approached. All of them responded directly (response rate 100%), of whom 40 agreed to participate and were subsequently interviewed (participation rate 57%), while 30 refused to participate. (Reasons for non-participation are shown in Table 1.)

Patients were approached by the principal investigator as they attended their appointments with consultants. The researcher arrived at the clinic early in the morning, before patients’ appointments commenced, and checked the patients list with the clinic nurse, identifying patients who met the eligibility criteria from their medical notes. The patients were then approached in the waiting area. The time and place for conducting the interview were arranged with those who agreed to take part (Table 2 shows the characteristics of the participants. Because the time and place of the interview were agreed based on the participant’s convenience and preference, each participant’s interview was completed in the hospital where he/she was being treated. Interviews were conducted either in the waiting area, where the researcher had a private desk placed in a corner at a great distance from other patients, or in a nurse room that was unoccupied specifically for this purpose. However, one participant preferred to be interviewed in the hospital cafeteria. The interview was not conducted during the busiest times of day, which meant the interview was conducted with minimal distractions. In addition, careful attention was given to ensure no one was around who might observe or influence the flow of the interviews. The duration of the patients’ interviews was 20–30 mins.

Physicians involved in the care of patients with type 2 diabetes were also invited to participate in this study. A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Reasons for non-participating in the patients’ interviews (n=30)</th>
<th>Number of patients giving that reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reason</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having pending housework</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not having a car and being unable to attend based on the driving person’s schedule</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having other hospital appointments</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling unwell due to age, disability, tiredness, social circumstances</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needing to go back to work</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having other commitments e.g. collecting grandchildren/children from school</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travelling</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No reason given</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sample of 25 physicians was selected using stratified and random sampling. The stratification of the sample was at the level of the five healthcare regions of Kuwait (Table 3). Five primary care centres that provide outpatient diabetes clinics were selected randomly from each healthcare region; a total of 25 clinics. From the approached 25 physicians, 21 agreed to participate (Table 4 shows the characteristics of the participants), and four physicians refused due to time constraints (response rate 100%; participation rate 84%). Physicians were approached by the second author while they were working in their clinics and were invited to participate. Those agreeing to participate were either interviewed at around the same time if they were available or at a later date/time by appointment. All the interviews were completed at the primary care clinic where the physician was working. The duration of the physicians’ interviews was 35 to 85 mins.

Table 3 Polyclinics with diabetes care through the five healthcare regions.^

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Healthcare region</th>
<th>Number of polyclinics providing diabetes care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawalli</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmadi</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jahra</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farwaniya</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation.

---

Table 2 Characteristics of the participating patients (n=40)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Summary statistics N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age, years</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>55.2 (13.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–30</td>
<td>2 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31–50</td>
<td>12 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51–70</td>
<td>22 (55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;70</td>
<td>4 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>10 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>30 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>37 (92.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-white</td>
<td>3 (7.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nationality</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwaiti</td>
<td>34 (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Kuwaiti</td>
<td>6 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marital Status</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmarried/divorced/widowed</td>
<td>7 (17.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>33 (82.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>12 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>13 (32.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>15 (37.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannot read and write</td>
<td>3 (7.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary school</td>
<td>10 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary school</td>
<td>5 (12.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>8 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>12 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
<td>2 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Area of residence</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>20 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>20 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smoking status</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoker</td>
<td>6 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex-smoker</td>
<td>4 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-smoker</td>
<td>30 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body mass index (kg/m^2)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>34.0 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.5–24.9</td>
<td>3 (7.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–29.9</td>
<td>4 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–39.9</td>
<td>27 (67.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥40</td>
<td>6 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HbA1c</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;7%</td>
<td>19 (47.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥7%</td>
<td>21 (52.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
In qualitative methods there is no gold standard for calculating the number of people to interview, as the aim is to provide rich description of the participants’ perspectives rather than to quantify a phenomenon within a large sample size.\textsuperscript{17,18} However, in practice some researchers suggest 12–26 interviews,\textsuperscript{19} 30–50 interviews\textsuperscript{20} or 20–30 interviews.\textsuperscript{21} Therefore, the researchers continued interviewing patients and physicians until no new experiences and perspectives were raised. This is called “data saturation”,\textsuperscript{22} which was achieved with 40 patients and 21 physicians, at which point the data collection was terminated. To ensure reliability of the obtained data, the researchers introduced themselves as researchers who were independent and separate from the healthcare team. The researchers then explained to the participants that the aim of the study was to explore their views and experiences surrounding the role of pharmacists, particularly in improving medication adherence and the support needed from them, in order to improve the care provided. Before commencing the interviews, the participants were given the chance to ask questions and assured that their participation was voluntary and that they could withdraw at any time without giving any explanation. They were also assured that their participation would have no impact on the care they received (for patients) or on their interprofessional relationships (for physicians), as their responses would be anonymous and would not be communicated to a third party. At this point, it was also clarified to the participants that there were no right or wrong answers and that their honest views were the primary interest of the study. The participants were allowed to talk freely and without following the particular sequence of the questions, so topics could be explored according to the issues raised by the participants.

### Data analysis

Data analysis started as soon as the first interview was completed using an inductive content analysis approach.\textsuperscript{23} All the interviews were audio-recorded, and the data were transcribed verbatim. The MAXQDA software, version 12, was used to assist in the management of the textual data. It allowed flexible collection, organisation and analysis of the content from interviews in Arabic. The verbatim transcripts were then analysed according to the six steps of thematic analysis.\textsuperscript{24} This was done first by open coding and then by refining and grouping codes into categories representing themes emerging from data.\textsuperscript{25} This is one of the inductive approaches, the Framework Method or “thematic framework”, a matrix-based method that provides an instinctively systematic analysis of summarised data, which is most commonly used in qualitative data analysis.\textsuperscript{26,27} The matrix output of this approach provided a structure, which helped the researcher to reduce data and analyse it by themes, and allowed comparison between data across cases and within individual ones.\textsuperscript{27}

In addition, an iterative approach was considered and a constant comparative analysis was conducted. This was achieved by revising data each time a new theme/sub-theme was added. All interviews were revisited after primary coding, and inspected for the relevance of these codes, until no additional themes could be developed (no new issues emerged from data—the saturation level).\textsuperscript{28}

To ensure the validity and reliability of coding, the second and third authors, who have particular experience in qualitative research in addition to their competence in Kuwaiti language and culture as native speakers, were involved in the analysis. Such prior experience allowed the researchers to easily create rapport and trust with the research participants, which aided in the data collection process. Fifteen interview transcripts were coded separately and independently by the first, second and third authors. The following formula was used to estimate the intercoder reliability: number of agreements/number of agreements + number of disagreements). Intercoder reliability was found to be 93.3% on average.

| Table 4 Characteristics of the participating physicians (n=21) |
|----------------|----------------|
| **Sex**       | **Male**       |
|               | **Female**     |
| Male          | 13             |
| Female        | 8              |
| **Average experience in diabetes** | **11 years** |
| **Speciality** |                |
| Internal medicine | 7             |
| Family medicine     | 6              |
| Endocrinology or diabetes | 5          |
| No postgraduate speciality | 3           |
| **Health region** |                |
| Capital        | 5              |
| Hawalli        | 3              |
| Ahmadi         | 4              |
| Jahra          | 4              |
| Farwaniya      | 5              |
To ensure trustworthiness of the data, an analytical triangulation of patient and physician interviews was adopted throughout the research with skilled qualitative researchers, in order to avoid potential biases. Quotes with rich data describing themes/sub-themes were chosen and agreed by all the research team members. In addition, data were collected by one researcher only for each sample category. For example, the first author collected data from patients, and the second author collected data from physicians, which ensured the consistency of the procedures undertaken. For example, the same order was followed for all the interviews, starting with a brief explanation of the aim of the study, signing the consent form, asking the interview questions, and ending with the concluding question. Careful attention was given by both authors to take notes during and after the interviews and to include them into data analysis.

Data were analysed in Arabic, the language in which they were collected. This was to avoid limitations, as the participants used culturally bound words which, if translated, might affect the meaning. For publication purposes, the results were then translated into English using the parallel blind technique. This method involves two translators independently translating the results into the target language and comparing the translations, looking for any discrepancies and then agreeing on one version. Figure 1 summarises the methods used in this study.

Ethical approval
The study was approved by the Standing Committee for Coordination of Health and Medical Research, MOH, Kuwait. Written informed consent was obtained from all the participants prior to participation.

Results
A total of 40 adults with type 2 diabetes and 21 physicians agreed to participate and were interviewed. The themes that emerged from the interviews with both the patients and the physicians were pharmacy-related issues against medication adherence and pharmacy-related issues for medication adherence (Figure 2). Within each theme, there were several sub-themes; there were also factors within sub-themes.

Theme 1 – pharmacy-related issues against medication adherence
Lack of pharmacist counselling
All the patients agreed that the pharmacist has a limited role in the management of their disease. The patients clarified that the pharmacist’s role is limited to dispensing medications and giving basic instructions on how to use medications, such as the frequency of administration or whether to administer the medication before or after food. Three patients, who used insulin pens, indicated that the pharmacist had explained to them how to use the pen when they first dispensed it:

Figure 1 Methods used in this study.
The pharmacists only dispense medications. Once, one pharmacist unintentionally noticed that I take more than one medication for my diabetes, Glucophage® and Diamicron® [metformin 850 mg and gliclazide 120 mg]. She asked me how I take them and advised me to distribute them over my day, for example, to take Glucophage® after breakfast and Diamicron® with lunch and dinner, to get better glycaemic control throughout the day. (Patient 8)

The pharmacist only dispenses the medications, says how many times I should take them, whether to take them before or after food and answers questions if I ask them. Once, I had been prescribed a new medication for a cough, and, when I took it, my sugar [blood glucose] had increased. Now, I keep asking the pharmacists each time I receive a new medication whether it has an effect on diabetes or not and they answer me. If I do not ask, they do not mention anything. (Patient 32)

However, all the patients reported that they had learned about their disease and medications from other sources, such as from physicians or nurses:

The doctor is the only helping person in the hospital. Without him, I would feel tired all the time. The pharmacist has no role in my life. They [pharmacists] are like parrots! When dispensing, they just repeat the same instructions to all patients. (Patient 40)

All the interviewed physicians, except two, had negative perceptions about the role of pharmacists in improving patients’ medication adherence. The physicians attributed patients’ poor adherence to the lack of, or inaccuracy of instructions that they receive from the pharmacists:

Pharmacists have to emphasise adherence to medications. I met patients who do not know how many times they should take their doses. Sometimes, the patients get confused when the pharmacist dispenses a new brand of their medications or a different strength, e.g. 4 mg instead of 2 mg, and they do not know how to take it. (Physician 15)

Some patients complain that the pharmacists are not writing [on labels of dispensed medication] or explaining how to use the medications. Lots of patients return to me after receiving their prescriptions to explain the instructions to them, while this is the job of the pharmacist! (Physician 16)

Patients always have incorrect information about their medications. For example, I have a patient who used to omit her Lantus® [insulin glargine – a long-acting insulin] dose when she experienced hypoglycaemia because she does not know that Lantus® does not work rapidly. (Physician 17)

Taking this into account, three factors emerged from the analysis of the interviews, which could have contributed to the lack of pharmacist counselling:

(a) Perceived lack of pharmacist engagement

More than half of the patients (n=25) indicated that pharmacists do not counsel them due to a lack of awareness and knowledge about medications:

The pharmacists only dispense the medications. I do not think that they have a background in medications. Once, I
asked more than one pharmacist about a medication, when I heard that it had been withdrawn from primary care clinics because of its side effects, but no one had an answer, and one pharmacist said to me, “If you need it, it is still available in the hospital!” (Patient 38)

In this context, six physicians reported the lack of pharmacists’ awareness of their responsibilities as a contributing factor to the lack of counselling:

Some pharmacists misunderstand their role, that they should explain to the patients everything about their medications, maybe because this role is underdeveloped in Kuwait. Nurses can help in talking about other management behaviours, such as diet, exercise and how to take care of eyes, feet, etc., but pharmacists, based on their knowledge, can talk about side effects, how to distribute doses during the day and how the medications work. (Physician 9)

(b) Lack of pharmacist time

Fifteen patients reported insufficient time as a factor that contributed to the lack of pharmacist counselling:

When I buy my medications from private pharmacies, the pharmacist explains to me everything. In the government [sector], the pharmacist only throws me the medications bag and that’s it. They [pharmacists] do not have the time to answer any queries. (Patient 12)

Half of the physicians (n=11) mentioned that the pharmacist-to-patient ratio is the main problem, as it leads to a lack of pharmacist time. Accordingly, the pharmacists choose to dispense the medications rapidly:

I do not think that pharmacists can have a role in improving patients’ awareness and adherence. Pharmacists only dispense the medications and sometimes explain to the patients how to use them. They do not have time, particularly when they have a large number of patients. Sometimes, we see about 50 patients per day while others we see 100. (Physician 7)

Due to the increase in the number of patients, the pharmacists have no time for counselling. They just dispense the medications without explaining any instructions. If the pharmacists explain to the patients how each medication works, how to take it and what possible side effects it has, this will greatly help the patients and also help us [physicians], because we are currently doing this job. (Physician 10)

(c) Lack of pharmacist access to physician notes in the electronic medical records

While this issue was not mentioned by patients, two physicians referred to the Primary Care Information System (PCIS), an electronic system that is used to store patients’ medical records and that physicians use to send prescriptions electronically to the pharmacy. The physicians reported that the PCIS should be modified to allow pharmacists access to all the instructions selected by them for a particular patient. Thus, the pharmacist could read all the instructions to the patient, which might help during rush hours:

If all the instructions that we [physicians] select could be printed out on the medication label, this will greatly help the patients and pharmacists. I usually say the instructions to the patient verbally, but if they could be printed out on the label, the pharmacist can just read and explain them in detail to the patient. (Physician 19)

Inappropriate scheduling of refills

More than a third of the patients (n=15) expressed their frustration with the scheduling of refills, which requires them to visit the pharmacy every month. The patients indicated that they would prefer to refill their prescriptions every two to three months to avoid unnecessarily frequent visits to the hospital and long waiting hours in the pharmacy:

My doctor always prescribes my treatment for two months but the pharmacists do not follow what the doctors write in the prescription … When I want to collect my prescription, I have to wait for a long time; sometimes it takes three to four hours. (Patient 9)

The pharmacists have a bad role! They always dispense to me fewer pens [insulin pens] … Sometimes, when I intend to go abroad for a while, I ask them [pharmacists] to process the prescription in full, but they refuse. (Patient 10)

In this context, seven physicians mentioned that, when pharmacists refuse to dispense the medications for more than a one-month period, this could affect the patients’ adherence, in particular those patients who go abroad for a long time or who live very far from the clinic and thus cannot attend every month. Some physicians clarified that sometimes pharmacists intentionally avoid dispensing treatment for more than a one-month period to avoid a shortage of medications. The administration office of the MOH should intervene and solve this problem:

I tried many times with the pharmacy to provide patients with a two-month treatment, even those patients [non-Kuwaitis] who pay [the insurance charge]. Sometimes, they want to pay for more than one month to get their
medications and avoid frequent visits but unfortunately they cannot. This may need a change of policy from the Ministry [MOH]. (Physician 5)

If pharmacists dispense a two-month treatment for patients who live very far from the clinic, this will help them a lot and improve their adherence. Some patients can neither attend every month nor buy their medications from private pharmacies because they are expensive. (Physician 18)

The lack of medications issue was reported by both patients and physicians as a factor that contributed to the inappropriate refilling schedule. The participants indicated that pharmacists always use the lack of medications as an excuse for their refusal to dispense treatments for more than one month:

When I visit my doctor, I always ask him to prescribe my treatment for two months. However, when I go to the pharmacy, they [pharmacists] only give me the medications enough for one month; they say it is unavailable! (Patient 36)

It is really a difficult situation! Medications usually run out from the pharmacy. We [the healthcare team] cannot leave the patient without treatment, particularly if the medication is expensive outside [in private pharmacies]. As they are always available in the private sector, it is essential to provide medications continuously in the governmental sector. (Physician 14)

Negative experiences in interacting with pharmacists

As reported by a quarter of patients (n=10), there were instances in which inappropriate communication with pharmacists had been experienced. For example, patients experienced such situations when they visited the pharmacy on a different day from their prescription refill day, when they asked the pharmacist to dispense extra medications/items or when they asked the pharmacist about particular information:

There should be more care for patients with diabetes. Diabetes makes the patient tired all the time. The sugar [blood glucose level] is either high or low. They [pharmacists] have to know how to talk with patients instead of irritating them. Sometimes, I come to the pharmacy more frequently because I forgot the insulin vial in a hot temperature or it fell and broke. I ask the pharmacists to compensate me but they always become angry and reply inappropriately. (Patient 22)

I hope that the pharmacists will treat patients with diabetes better. Patients with diabetes can easily become angry and their sugar [blood glucose level] could be elevated, and this is very dangerous. When I ask them [pharmacists] questions about my medications, I feel that they neither understand me nor want to explain. (Patient 30)

Pharmacist–physician communication is another aspect of this issue. Nearly one-third of physicians (n=6) illustrated that in some cases, such as prescription errors, the pharmacists explain the information to the patients inappropriately without consulting the prescriber. Accordingly, the patient loses trust in the healthcare professions and chooses not to take the medication:

Sometimes when we [physicians] select the medications from the electronic system, we accidentally choose two agents from the same class. When patients receive their prescriptions, the pharmacists tell them that there is an error. This could affect the trust of the patients and accordingly their adherence. Instead, pharmacists can contact the prescriber and discuss the issue so that they can act properly. We [physicians] accept such discussions with pharmacists. (Physician 1)

Once, I prescribed Aldactone® [spironolactone – a potassium-sparing diuretic] to my patient without informing him that it is a diuretic, because I know that he has a phobia of diuretics. Also, in the instructions that we select to send electronically to the pharmacy, I did not choose the name of the class to hide this information from the patient. I just told him that this medication is necessary for patients with diabetes to protect their kidneys. Unfortunately, when the patient dispensed his medication, the pharmacist told him that this is a diuretic. The patient has some beliefs from his friends that taking diuretics will disturb him due to increasing his need to go to the toilet. Thus, the patient did not take the medication. If the pharmacist had discussed that vague information with me first, it would have been better than dealing with the patient in that way. (Physician 13)

Theme 2 – pharmacy-related issues for medication adherence

Pharmacists should act as educators

All the patients expected pharmacists to have an educational role. Although they learned about their disease and medications from their doctors, the patients felt that pharmacists could further improve their health awareness,
especially during busy times, when doctors do not spend sufficient time with them and answer all their queries:

The doctor is too busy; he has many patients and cannot answer all my questions. I had many questions in my mind about my treatment but I could not ask him because I felt he was in a hurry. If pharmacists would help us [patients], that would be great. (Patient 35)

The doctor explained to me about the disease and its complications, and he is the only person who follows my [blood glucose] readings and adjusts my [insulin] doses accordingly. However, sometimes, the doctor has many patients and only sees me very briefly. I hope that we [patients] can see other [healthcare] professionals, such as pharmacists, so that each patient can sit with a pharmacist and learn from him/her more comfortably. (Patient 39)

For example, some patients mentioned that they need to know more about their medications, for example how to adjust their doses according to their daily activities and possible interactions, to help them to use their treatment more appropriately:

Pharmacists should explain more about medications, their ingredients, action, how we [patients] can take them and what are the possible interactions. We as patients in Kuwait lack this knowledge. (Patient 8)

Other patients felt that they needed to know more about their disease, how it could affect their life and its possible outcomes:

I feel sad for patients with diabetes in Kuwait; we do not know much about our disease. I have a brother who has diabetes, but he does not take any treatment because he does not want to expose his body to the side effects of the drugs. If he knew more about the complications of diabetes, he would definitely take the treatment. (Patient 26)

In this respect, 16 physicians reported that pharmacists never act as educators, although they thought that pharmacists are the most competent healthcare professionals to educate patients about their medications based on their knowledge:

I think that the pharmacists are the most appropriate persons to explain to the patients about their doses and how to distribute them during the day. We, as physicians, sometimes cannot clarify these things to patients, e.g. times of taking doses, what to do in case of missing doses, when to take medications, e.g. before/after meals. (Physician 6)

There is some information that we, as physicians, cannot clarify to the patients. For example, interactions between macrolides [a class of antibiotics] and statins [lipid-lowering medications]. The pharmacist can explain these things to the patient very well. (Physician 17)

Pharmacist support between follow-up visits
About one third of the patients (n=14), particularly insulin users, reported that the period between doctor’s consultations is too long (three to four months). Accordingly, they need to see another healthcare professional, such as a pharmacist, between these visits to help them to adjust their doses and answer their queries. However, no physician mentioned this issue during the interviews:

My doctor advises me how to use my medication, and how to adjust my [insulin] doses according to my daily activities. However, sometimes, in cases of exams or if I have my period, I have bad control of my sugar [blood glucose level] and I need to consult a professional, such as a pharmacist, to help me during these emergency situations. (Patient 22)

I hope that there is back-up for us [patients] between the doctor visits; every three months is a long period [the time between one doctor’s visit and another]. If we [patients] see a pharmacist every month, we will not misuse our medications. (Patient 37)

The need for pharmacist training
The patients in this study did not mention pharmacists’ need for training. However, seven physicians recommended that pharmacists should attend educational and training sessions that help them to update their information and improve their communication skills. Such sessions may also help pharmacists to individualise patient care and recognise the different methods that can be used to motivate each patient and improve his/her adherence to medications. For example, one physician said that some patients, especially the elderly, either cannot read or have impaired vision. Thus, by obtaining such information, pharmacists could print out sheets for patients to take home, including advice/images presented in a simple and attractive manner. Another physician found that some patients intentionally do not adhere to the medication if they believe it to be ineffective. Therefore, pharmacists could improve patients’ adherence by enhancing their belief in their medications:
Pharmacists should go through appropriate training that helps them in communicating with patients and improving their adherence. For example, once, I prescribed Lipanthyl® (fenofibrate – a lipid-lowering medication) to a patient for his high cholesterol. When he went to collect the prescription, the pharmacist told him that this medication is not as effective as Zocor® (simvastatin – a lipid-lowering medication). The patient then returned to me and refused to take Lipanthyl®, which I had prescribed. (Physician 2)

Dedicating pharmacists to counselling patients

This sub-theme did not emerge from the interviews with patients. However, in the interviews with physicians, more than a third (n=8) reported their desire to be able to refer patients to pharmacists. The physicians recommended different approaches to fulfilling this need, such as specifying a room in each pharmacy where pharmacists could counsel patients conveniently, away from the congestion of the dispensing window, or allocating a pharmacist each day to sit at a window specifically for counselling patients:

I usually make two referrals for each patient with diabetes: one for the dentist and the other for vaccination. I think we [physicians] could make a third referral to particular pharmacists at a window or in clinics so that they can talk with the patients, educate them about their medications, e.g. how to inject insulin, and discuss what might annoy them in their treatment. Neither we [physicians] nor nurses can explore such issues with patients. (Physician 11)

Another suggestion was to have a pharmacist attending the clinic with each doctor, so that the patients can sit with the pharmacists after meeting the physician and discuss their treatments with them. Physicians even recommended delegating some tasks to pharmacy technicians, such as dispensing prescriptions, liberating pharmacists from performing such tasks to allow them more time for counselling:

The pharmacists do not counsel patients unless the patients ask them questions. I suggested that the pharmacy technicians process prescriptions so that pharmacists would have time to counsel each patient for at least 10 minutes. This would be great! (Physician 20)

Using technology for patient reminders

Nearly half of the patients (n=19) said that pharmacists’ use of technology to remind them about their prescription refill or about their new medications and their doses is an excellent service, which they need. Some patients added that this service is of particular importance to elderly people and those who cannot read and write:

If pharmacists could call patients regularly or send WhatsApp this would be great, especially for old people who need more care and more reminders about their treatments. (Patient 17)

Regarding this concern, two physicians reported that pharmacists could improve patients’ adherence by using technology. The physicians suggested sending messages to patients’ mobile phones, reminding them about filling their prescriptions and about other management behaviours, such as vaccination and annual tests for feet, eyes and proteinuria:

Pharmacists are the most appropriate persons to do this job [improving patients adherence]. I suggest that pharmacists use the technology to remind patients about their appointments. Particularly, they should target mothers, because, due to their responsibilities, they usually forget about their appointments and treatment. (Physician 8)

Providing multilingual pharmacists

While no patient mentioned this sub-theme during the interviews, only two physicians indicated that there is a need to employ pharmacists who can speak languages other than Arabic and English to communicate with patients who do not speak either of these languages. The physicians added that patients’ adherence could be affected when they do not understand the instructions:

Some patients, such as Indians, cannot speak Arabic or English. If there are pharmacists who can speak their language, this will help in communicating with them and explaining the instructions appropriately. (Physician 4)

Discussion

To our knowledge, this study is the first in Kuwait to incorporate both patients’ and physicians’ views surrounding the pharmacist’s role in improving medication adherence in type 2 diabetes. The study sheds light on patients’ and physicians’ expectations and perceptions regarding the role of pharmacists. It also highlights important findings regarding methods that could facilitate pharmacist care and counselling. In this study, the participants identified several barriers to medication adherence that are related to pharmacy practice and the pharmacist’s role, and provided suggestions to overcome these barriers. The lack of
pharmacist counselling and refilling and communication problems were the major barriers.

Counselling is an important tool that pharmacists can use to optimise patient medication adherence and minimise adverse reactions.32 The American Society of Health System Pharmacists (ASHP) defines counselling as providing verbal or written information about medications to the patient or his/her caregiver. It also includes providing proper directions of use, advice on side effects, storage, diet and lifestyle modifications.33

Considerable evidence from the United States (US) indicates that when pharmacists were involved in diabetes care through education and counselling, they contributed to improved patient outcomes including HbA1c, medication adherence and quality of life.34 Good collaboration between pharmacists and physicians is crucial to improving patients’ outcomes in diabetes.35

**Pharmacist counselling and image**

**The perspectives of patients and physicians**

This study revealed that among the healthcare professionals encountered by patients, physicians and nurses are the main sources of information about type 2 diabetes and its medications. There was an overwhelming consensus among the participants that the pharmacist’s role is limited to dispensing medications and sometimes clarifying basic instructions on their administration. This role was met with dissatisfaction from both patients and physicians, who desired a more advanced role. All the participants emphasised the importance of promoting pharmacists’ educational role through counselling. These results are consistent with previous data from Kuwait and elsewhere.36–38 In those studies, patients reported that the pharmacist’s role is restricted to dispensing medications, providing little advice about the dosage. On the other hand, studies in Europe, the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Iraq and Jordan have shown contradicting results, in which the patients were satisfied with the pharmacy services provided, and agreed that pharmacists are the primary source of information about medications.39,40 However, those studies reported patients’ perspectives about community pharmacists. Therefore, role discrepancies between community pharmacists and pharmacists from other healthcare systems, and the fact that community pharmacies are more business-oriented than patient-oriented should be taken into consideration.

Surprisingly, although counselling services delivered by pharmacists have been recommended, most patients in the United Kingdom (UK) and the Middle East see physicians as the top of the healthcare hierarchy.40,41 In the current study, some participants lacked confidence in pharmacists and perceived them as medication suppliers only, because they felt that pharmacists lack knowledge of medications. Similarly, research in the UK, the UAE, Australia, Malaysia, Qatar and Iraq has shown that patients and physicians lack trust in pharmacists’ knowledge and see them as dispensers only with limited authority.37,41–47

Physicians in the UK and Northern Ireland also believe that pharmacists are unaware of advanced clinical services such as the New Medicine Service, which is aimed at patients who have recently been diagnosed with a long-term condition such as type 2 diabetes and focuses on improving their medication adherence to enhance health outcomes.48,49 On the other hand, patients, physicians and nurses from Canada, Cuba and Saudi Arabia see pharmacists as experts, counsellors and a trusted source of medication information.50–53

**The perspectives of pharmacists**

When pharmacists from Kuwait were invited to provide their perspectives about counselling patients with diabetes, they reported that they usually counsel patients about the administration of medications but do not progress to more comprehensive counselling about the whole medication profile or the management of diabetic complications such as hypoglycaemia.14 Community pharmacists in Kuwait reported that they most frequently help patients on their medication use, which means that patients visiting polyclinics/hospitals may not receive enough information on the use of their medications.54 Likewise, data from Saudi Arabia have shown that pharmacists’ counselling skills are evaluated as fair or poor with many elements of counselling, such as identification information and checking for medication adherence, being missed.55 In the US, pharmacists have also identified that they infrequently provide diabetes patient education, while pharmacists in Canada and Scotland reported that they consistently provide diabetes-related management activities through counselling such as education in diabetes medication therapy and management of hypoglycaemia.57,58

The perspectives of pharmacists are compatible with the perspectives of patients and physicians in this study, who do not acknowledge the knowledge and skills of pharmacists. In 2014 and 2017, 250 and 198 pharmacists
respectively from Kuwait reported frustration about their poor image in the eyes of physicians and patients, who see them as dispensers only.\textsuperscript{13,14} Pharmacists in Malaysia perceived a lack of trust from patients and physicians in their abilities to provide healthcare services.\textsuperscript{59} In Nigeria, a survey of 1005 pharmacists revealed that the majority believe that the implementation of pharmaceutical care would improve patients’ appreciation of pharmacists.\textsuperscript{60} In Northern Ireland, pharmacists perceive a lack of physicians’ appreciation of their role in healthcare, who see them as shopkeepers.\textsuperscript{48}

**Lack of time and refilling problems**

**The perspectives of patients and physicians**

Consistent with previous research, pharmacists’ lack of time was among the top barriers that hinder the implementation of pharmaceutical care from the perspectives of patients and physicians.\textsuperscript{8,37,38} In the current study, both patients and physicians considered lack of time as a barrier that prevents pharmacists from counselling. Therefore, some participants recommended delegating dispensing to technicians, freeing up pharmacists to deliver more patient-centred care.

There was a new finding in this study that may hinder medication adherence, which was the dissatisfaction with the schedule of refills. Both physicians and patients who reported that issue mentioned the difficulty in visiting the pharmacy every month, and suggested that it would be more convenient to refill every two to three months, due to long waiting hours or because of living far from the hospital/polyclinic. However, in Kuwaiti governmental health settings, medications are dispensed free of charge to Kuwaiti patients and with a minimal charge for non-Kuwaiti people. Thus, dispensing a lot at once could result in a shortage. Thereby, pharmacists usually choose to process prescriptions to each patient for a one-month period. This is a logistical problem that must be dealt with the MOH by increasing the amount of medications delivered to each pharmacy from the Medical Stores.

**The perspectives of pharmacists**

A “Lack of time” barrier has been frequently mentioned in pharmacy practice research, from the perspectives not only of patients and physicians but also of pharmacists. In Kuwait, a number of studies conducted since 2006 have shown that pharmacists perceive the lack of time and staff as a barrier to counselling and providing a more educational role for patients.\textsuperscript{8,13,54,61,62} In Qatar, pharmacists have also related their lack of counselling to heavy workloads and lack of time.\textsuperscript{53} Pharmacists in New Zealand and European countries have stated that insufficient time is a barrier to pharmaceutical care implementation.\textsuperscript{64,65}

**Communication problems**

**The perspectives of patients and physicians**

Negative experiences in interacting with pharmacists were mentioned by both patients and physicians. Patients in the current study reported negative experiences that discourage them from consulting pharmacists regarding any medical queries. In accordance with a study conducted in the UAE, most patients felt from their interactions with pharmacists that they were discouraged from asking questions.\textsuperscript{66} Contrastingly, patients in Australia reported that friendliness and convenience in their relationship with pharmacists helped to establish diabetes self-management pharmacy services. Good communication improves patients’ experiences of and perspectives on pharmacy services.\textsuperscript{37}

Physicians in this study and in previous studies reported their readiness to discuss medication-related issues with pharmacists, such as detecting medication errors.\textsuperscript{42,44} They also felt that pharmacists’ involvement in the care process would help to reduce their workload and improve patients’ outcomes.\textsuperscript{8} Unfortunately, physicians added that pharmacists are uncooperative, avoid such discussions, and, in some instances, had informed patients about errors without notifying them first. It was unclear why the pharmacists had responded in that way, because this was not investigated in the current study. However, the situation varies in the US, where studies have shown that physicians are unwilling to collaborate with pharmacists in providing direct patient care, because physicians do not have an accurate understanding of the pharmacists’ education and abilities, and due to physicians’ beliefs in their own high-level competency and that they are the only professionals who can provide medication therapy management to patients.\textsuperscript{67,68} Physicians in Iraq have also reported their lack of belief in pharmacists’ competency, meaning they do not interact with them frequently.\textsuperscript{46} Regular contact between pharmacists and physicians is important to enhance physicians’ acceptance of pharmacists’ clinical role.

**The perspectives of pharmacists**

Research obtaining pharmacists’ perspectives on the communication issues has revealed that pharmacists have mixed feelings about inter-professional interactions with
physicians. They reported that some physicians are open to discussions, while others infrequently contact them regarding medication information. Pharmacists emphasised the need to improve these relationships in order to expand pharmaceutical diabetes care.\textsuperscript{13,61,62} However, pharmacists have also reported that they need special training in behavioural and communication skills to improve their confidence in discussing pharmaceutical care issues with physicians and providing diabetes-related services to patients.\textsuperscript{13,14,56,61}

**Recommendations for pharmacists to improve patients’ medication adherence**

Some of the top suggestions made by the participants in this study were that pharmacists should act as educators, should follow up patients between their doctors’ visits, and should dedicate pharmacists to counselling patients.

**Pharmacists’ educational role**

**The perspectives of patients and physicians**

Taking the role of an educator and counsellor requires a private area where the pharmacist can discuss private issues with patients confidentially. Although patients in this research did not mention that issue, lack of facilities has been found to be a barrier to the provision of pharmaceutical care and counselling from the perspectives of patients in Australia, Kuwait, Jordan, the UAE and Iraq.\textsuperscript{37,38,40} However, some physicians in the current study who recommended augmenting the pharmacist’s educational role suggested allocating a room in the pharmacy for this purpose, designating one window for dispensing and another for education and counselling, or dedicating one pharmacist to work in each doctor’s clinic. Bridging the location gap could also improve the pharmacist–physician relationship and promote their collaboration.\textsuperscript{68}

Although pharmacists’ educational role has been highly recommended, participants in the current study affirmed that pharmacists need appropriate training to enable them to undertake an educational role. However, while the introduction of courses such as the PharmD programme in a number of Middle Eastern countries is a positive step towards improving pharmacists’ knowledge, continuous educational training is pivotal.\textsuperscript{69} Physicians in Kuwait perceive lack of pharmacists’ clinical skills as a barrier to providing clinical pharmacy services.\textsuperscript{8} Another suggestion provided by the participants in this study was that pharmacists use technology to remind patients about their treatment regimens and follow-up visits. In a review of studies about the effectiveness of mobile phone text messages in the management of chronic diseases, it was proven that they contributed to improved medication adherence and health outcomes.\textsuperscript{70} However, such applications need organisational and financial support from the MOH.

**The perspectives of pharmacists**

Pharmacists in Kuwait, New Zealand and Nigeria considered lack of private counselling areas as a major barrier to providing education and counselling to patients.\textsuperscript{13,60,62,64} The need to improve pharmacists’ therapeutic skills and knowledge of pharmacotherapy has also been mentioned repeatedly by pharmacists. Although they showed positive attitudes towards diabetes management, pharmacists from the US, Canada, New Zealand, Nigeria, Kuwait and Jordan indicated that they need special training in patient education, because they feel unconfident about undertaking new pharmaceutical care responsibilities, such as medication-related care issues and the importance of tight glycaemic control.\textsuperscript{8,13,14,56,60–62,64,71,72} In Ethiopia, the majority of pharmacists stated that they lack knowledge and up-to-date information on medications.\textsuperscript{73} Even pharmacists who offered diabetes-related services to patients said that further training and education were required to further develop services.\textsuperscript{58} Regarding the use of technology to improve medication adherence, pharmacists in Kuwait reported their readiness to enhance application of health technology in healthcare systems.\textsuperscript{62}

**Strengths and limitations**

This study explored various role perceptions (held by patients and physicians) that are likely to result in advancing healthcare provision for the management of type 2 diabetes and informing service development. In general, this study fills a significant gap in the literature and provides valuable findings relating to policy in the field of pharmacy practice and patient adherence. Unlike previous studies, which provided data from one healthcare region only,\textsuperscript{14} or included only pharmacists who were members of the Kuwait Pharmaceutical Association,\textsuperscript{13} this study provided data from both the primary and secondary healthcare levels. Approaching the main five health regions in Kuwait ensured the generalisability of the results by allowing the collection of data from different socio-cultural backgrounds and geographical areas (eg rural and urban), which ensured the coverage of different perspectives and experiences.
The main limitation of the current study is that the participants, particularly patients, might have confused pharmacists and pharmacy technicians when responding to the questions, as there is no obvious way to differentiate between them. However, this was minimised by collecting data from patients visiting hospitals, in which most dispensing processes are allocated to pharmacists. In addition, the results of this study may not represent the situation in the private sector. Also, it would be more valuable if the adherence level of the participating patients had been evaluated, using a validated tool. This could inspire a different approach to data analysis, where the perspectives of adherents could be contrasted with those of non-adherents, to examine whether the adherence level has an impact on the patients’ perspectives. One more limitation of this study is the cross-sectional nature of the data, which limits the responses to one point in time and does not reflect changes in the participants’ perspectives over time.

Implications for practice
The results of this study can positively influence pharmaceutical care in the Middle East. A greater insight into the perceptions explored will help health authorities to plan appropriate strategies to improve pharmaceutical care and develop a pharmacy diabetes care model. Implementing pharmaceutical care in type 2 diabetes has had positive clinical, humanistic and economic outcomes in the short and long terms. Now, models are needed for counseling which are consistent, feasible and evidence-based, like the Asheville project, so pharmacists can follow such models in different healthcare settings. Pharmacists’ passion to provide diabetes services in Kuwait has already been proven; the need now is to work on the other aspects that aid the implementation of pharmaceutical care, such as designing legislation or pharmaceutical policy, inter-professional collaboration and patient acceptance.

In addition, the results of this study can help in emphasising the importance of continuous training and education for pharmacists to improve their knowledge and communication skills. Policy-makers in the MOH could arrange regular workshops for pharmacists and make them compulsory by including them in annual staff evaluations and requirements. Due to the lack of educators in Kuwait and a number of other Middle Eastern countries, pharmacists are uniquely positioned to undertake a broader patient care role based on their qualifications, accessibility and experience.

Conclusion
Pharmacists in Kuwait have a minimal role in the management of type 2 diabetes. This study revealed different pharmacy-related issues that could affect patients’ adherence to treatment. If pharmacists become aware of and improve those issues, this will help patients to better understand their treatment and accordingly improve their adherence. However, many factors that limit pharmacists from practising their role efficiently were identified, and recommendations for healthcare provision and service development were addressed. Policy-makers should be aware of the importance of involving and supporting pharmacists in the management of such a fast-growing disease in Kuwait, in order to improve health outcomes.
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